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ABSTRACT 

 

“Justice is not a cloistered virtue; she must be allowed to suffer the scrutiny of 

respectful, even though outspoken, comments of ordinary men.” 

~Lord Atkin2 

Constructive criticism is the life and blood of the democracy and freedom of speech is 

the fundamental right providing the life to a democracy. Contempt of court is an offence 

wherein a person is disrespectful towards a court of law in a way that it negatively 

affects the dignity of the court. This colonial law was aimed to maintain the dignity of 

the central pillar of democracy – the judicial institutions. However, over the years the 

judges have made arbitrary use of the discretionary powers provided under Contempt 

of Courts Act, 1971. The present paper seeks to analyse the historic judgement in the 

contempt case of Mr. Prashant Bhushan in 2020 in order to ascertain the validity of the 

law of criminal contempt of court. This case is most known for its symbolic fine of Re.1 

imposed on the contemnor, which is the lowest fine ever imposed in the history. The 

judgement led to a nationwide debate among jurists and scholars on the validity of the 

rationale used and the overall contempt law. The researcher aims to assess the positive 

and negative aspects of the judgement in the light of the criminal contempt law and 

provide suggestions for fairness and consistency in contempt cases.  

 
1 Mona Das is an undergraduate law student from Kirit P Mehta School of Law, NMIMS, Mumbai. Email: 

monadas1199@gmail.com.  
2 Ambard v. Attorney General of Trinidad and Tabago (1936) AC. 322,335 
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INTRODUCTION 

Contempt in its simplest form means lack of respect for something. In India, the offence 

of Contempt of Court is defined under The Contempt of Courts Act, 1971. It has been 

characterized as either criminal contempt or civil contempt. Criminal contempt is defined in 

Section 2(c) of the Act, as the publication or doing of any act which scandalizes the court, 

lowers the authority of the court, interferes with the judicial proceedings or obstructs the 

administration of justice in any manner.3 Truth, fair criticism, bona fide complain are some of 

the defences which can be taken in a contempt case.4 The Constitution has provisions under 

Article 215 and Article 129 which empower both High Courts and Supreme Court respectively 

to punish for their own contempt or contempt of the lower judiciary.  The punishment can either 

be a simple imprisonment for up to six months or fine up to Rs. 2,000 or  both.5  

According to Lord Atkin, “Justice is not a cloistered virtue, she must be allowed to suffer the 

scrutiny of respectful, even though outspoken, comments of ordinary men.”6This is the value 

upon which a democratic country like India is expected to function. The main idea behind the 

law of contempt is to protect the administration of justice, not an individual judge, from being 

maligned by unfounded allegations.7 However, in the recent past the judges have been reviving 

their own self esteem under the guise of maintaining the dignity of the judiciary and have been 

supressing fair criticism.  

The recent judgement against a renowned advocate, Mr. Prashant Bhushan in the contempt of 

court case has led to a country-wide debate on the validity of the judgement and the contempt 

law in India. In a country where freedom of speech and expression guaranteed under Article 

19(1)(a)8 is considered to be the cornerstone of a democracy, appropriate and reasonable 

restrictions are also needed to draw the line between contempt and freedom of speech. 

Contempt of court is one of the reasonable restrictions imposed on freedom of speech and 

expression under Article 19(2).9 This overriding effect of contempt law over the fundamental 

 
3 The Contempt of Courts Act, 1971, §2(c)(1), No. 70, Acts of Parliament, 1971 (India) 
4 Truth, fair criticism help fight contempt charge, THE HINDU, (Aug. 28, 2016), 

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/columns/Truth-fair-criticism-help-fight-contempt-

charge/article16149796.ece 
5 Indian Constitution, Art. 215 and Art. 129 
6 Supra Note 1 
7 Rajeev Rambhatla and Vartika Dixit, Free Speech v. Contempt of Court, An Analysis in the Light of Prashant 

Bhushan Case, MONDAQ (2020), https://www.mondaq.com/india/libel-defamation/980554/free-speech-vs-

contempt-of-court-an-analysis-in-light-of-the-prashanth-bhushan-case- 
8 Indian Constitution, Art. 19, § 1, cl. a 
9 Indian Constitution, Art. 19, § 2 
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law has been a burning question for jurists and reformists and hence the rationale for a 

particular restriction becomes the deciding factor. 

BACKGROUND OF THE CASE10 

In June 2020, a public interest lawyer and activist in the Supreme Court, Prashant Bhushan, 

posted two tweets concerning the Chief Justice of India and the judicial system which allegedly 

committed contempt of court. The tweets were: 

• “The CJI rides a Rs 50-lakh motorcycle belonging to a BJP leader at Raj Bhavan, Nagpur, 

without wearing a mask or helmet, at a time when he keeps the SC on lockdown mode 

denying citizens their fundamental right to access justice.” 

• “When historians in the future look back at the last six years to see how democracy has 

been destroyed in India even without a formal Emergency, they will particularly mark the 

role of the SC in this destruction, and more particularly the role of the last four CJIs.”11 

As a result, the SC took suo moto cognizance of this incident and initiated criminal contempt 

proceedings against both Prashant Bhushan and Twitter India. Prashant Bhushan filed a writ 

petition before the Supreme Court to recall the contempt notice issued to him as the contempt 

proceedings were defective and had not been sanctioned by the Attorney General as required 

by Section 15 of the Contempt of Courts Act, 1971. However, the notice was not recalled. The 

main issues which this raised were whether Prashant Bhushan’s tweets amounted to criminal 

contempt of court under 2(1)(c) of the Contempt of Court Act, 1971. 

Prashant Bhushan was held guilty of criminal contempt by a three-judge bench. Thereafter, an 

order was issued asking Bhushan to apologise unconditionally on a said date. But on the said 

date, he filed a supplementary statement stating that if he gives an insincere apology then it 

would amount to contempt of his conscience and also of the institution that he holds in highest 

esteem. Upon this refusal, Court sentenced Prashant Bhushan with a symbolic fine of Re 1, 

failing which he would have to undergo simple imprisonment for 3 months and would be 

debarred from practising advocacy for three years. He paid the fine and filed a review of the 

judgement which is currently pending. 

 

 

 
10 Re: Prashant Bhushan and Another, (2020) SCC SC 588 
11 Supra Note 6 
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ANALYSIS OF THE CASE 

The main issues before the court were regarding Prashant Bhushan’s entitlement to freedom of 

speech and expression and assessing the applicability of ‘fair criticism’ as a defence in the case.  

The researcher will analyse the case in parts in the present section.  

First Tweet 

It has been a set precedent by the courts that vilification of a judge as an individual does not 

invite contempt but vilification of a judge as a judge does deserve contempt.12Keeping this in 

mind, the court  analysed the first tweet made on the CJI and stated that the second half of the 

tweet was an attack on the administrative capacity of theCJI while the first half of the tweet 

was a personal criticism. . It gave the impression to the general public that the CJI has kept the 

Supreme Court in the lockdown mode and is deliberately denying citizens their right to access 

justice. Even though the courts were not functioning in physical mode, the court was functional 

and discharging its duties in online mode at the time when the tweets were made. The Supreme 

Court believed that such a factually false comment had the power to shake the confidence of 

the public in the judiciary. Due to this reason, the defence of truth under Section 13(b) or bona 

fide criticism could not be invoked.. However, it cannot be asserted that the nature of the tweet 

or the words used in the tweets were grave enough to scandalize the court or lower the authority 

of the court specially when it has been made by a citizen expressing his anguish over the slow 

dismissal of cases.13  

Second Tweet 

With reference to the second tweet, Prashant Bhushan directly said that the SC played a role in 

the destruction of democracy and the last four CJIs had a major role in it. This was stated to be 

a direct criticism to the institution itself and given the character of the contemnor and the wide 

reach of Twitter, the court concluded that the tweet cannot come under the protection of good 

faith. The irony is that the judiciary against whom the remark or comment is made, has the 

ultimate power to decide whether the same was fair or constructive in nature.14 In contempt 

cases, the court itself is the judge, the jury and executioner which is why the discretion in 

 
12 J.D. Kapoor, Law of Contempt of Court, Universal Law Publishing Co. Pvt. Ltd. (2nd Ed., 2010) 
13 Justice SC Dharmadhikari, Law of Contempt: Its role in the context of Prashant Bhushan Case and Ahead, BAR 

AND BENCH (2020), https://www.barandbench.com/columns/law-of-contempt-its-role-in-the-context-of-the-

prashant-bhushan-case 
14 Alok Prasanna Kumar, Debating Contempt of Court, 51(52)ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (2016) 
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contempt cases can lead to perverse outcomes. This disregards the basic principle of natural 

justice, that is, nemo judex in causa sua which means no one can be a judge in his own cause.  

Prashant Bhushan provided a detailed reasoning behind his second tweet in his reply affidavit 

in order to take up the defence of truth under Section 13(b) of the Act but the veracity of the 

statement was not examined before forming the sentence. The court dismissed it by saying that 

the part about ‘destruction of democracy’ doesn’t concern the court but the role of CJIs does. 

But the question is that can they disregard the main context of the tweet presented by Mr. 

Bhushan that is ‘destruction of democracy’ and just focus on a fraction of the tweet? This also 

hints at the lack of rationality in such cases and also at the fact that the Act has some inherent 

ambiguities which make room for arbitrariness depending upon the opinion, and prejudices of 

the judges.  

Judgement 

The judgement of this case is in itself a historic one. After Prashant Bhushan refused to give 

an unconditional apology, the SC imposed a symbolic fine of Re. 1. This fine is the lowest fine 

ever imposed by the court in any case and some argue that it just proves that the court wanted 

to show the majesty of law is supreme.15 The court had given the justification that Prashant 

Bhushan showed no remorse whatsoever and did not submit the unconditional apology because 

of which the court had to take this measure. It’s important to note that he did withdraw the parts 

of his statement which were factually incorrect and apologised for the same.  

Moreover, the alternative punishment of debarring him from practice is not remotely 

proportionate with the actual punishment of Re. 1. In the case of Supreme Court Bar 

Association v. Union of India (1998)16 the Court has held that the Supreme Court does not have 

original jurisdiction to punish an advocate for professional misconduct by taking away his 

license. Even the Contempt of Court Act does not contain any provision for revokingthe license 

of an advocate in case of criminal contemptThe speedy disposal of this case at the time of 

virtual hearing when there were other matters of pressing nature were pending have also invited 

controversy and hints at the intolerant nature of judiciary. This nature was also condemned by 

 
15 Contempt of Court: Does Criticism Lower the Authority of the Judiciary, ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL 

WEEKLY (2021)  
16  Supreme Court Bar Association v. Union of India (1998) SCC 225 
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the International Commission of Jurists and they also urged to review the standards of contempt 

law and aligning it with international human rights law.17 

 In the present case, Section 13 of the Act should have taken the spotlight as it states that a 

sentence under contempt cannot be imposed unless the court is satisfied that the nature of 

contempt is such that it can substantially interfere with the due course of justice. = In the 

landmark case of Mulgaonkar v. Unknown (1978)18, Justice Iyer propounded that the the court 

should be willing to ignore the “trifling and venial offences” and should not act out of easy 

irritability. Unless a concrete intention to interfere with the course of justice can be established, 

it is wrong to punish a person for contempt.19 

In the present case, Mr. Prashant Bhushan can be viewed as a whistle-blower who tried to 

highlight the problem in the institution and who has not been given a fair chance of defence of 

truth. When Mr. Arun Jaitley, in 2011, had said that there are two kinds of judges, one who 

knows Law and the other who knows Law minister, it was not taken as contempt. Yet again, 

when union law minister P Shiv Shankar20 said that the SC was meant for “bride-burners, 

diamond smugglers, corrupt and mafia” it was not considered as contempt despite the use of 

malicious language. Moreover, in February 2021, the Attorney General of India refused to give 

consent for contempt proceedings against former CJI Ranjan Gogoi even though he had made 

many comments on judiciary as an institution in the similar manner Mr. Prashant had made. 

Consequently, it can be inferred here that maybe the mention of CJIs in Prashant Bhushan’s 

tweet made the matter more serious as it became a question of protecting the dignity and 

reputation of the CJIs themselves and not of the institution. As for the argument that Prashant 

Bhushan’s stature had the power to shake public’s faith on the judiciary, then won’t statements 

by ex-Chief Justice of India have the same effect?  

SHOULD CRIMINAL CONTEMPT LAW BE REMOVED? 

At this juncture it is important to highlight the two major fallacies in the Contempt of Court 

Act. It doesn’t define the word “scandalize” and it also doesn’t include the element of mens 

 
17 Prashant Bhushan’s Conviction Seems at Odds with International Free Speech Law, THE HINDU (September, 

2020), https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/prashant-bhushans-conviction-seems-at-odds-with-

international-free-speech-law-international-commission-of-

jurists/article32496322.ece#:~:text=The%20International%20Commission%20of%20Jurists,that%20India%20w

as%20a%20party 
18 Mulgaonkar v. Unknown (1978) 3 SCC 339 
19 G.V. Mahesh Nath and Audhi Narayan Vavili, Contempt of Court and Free Expression - Need for a Delicate 

Balance, SSRN (2008) 
20 P.N. Duda v. P. Shiv Shankar AIR 1988 SC 1208 
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rea as a necessary ingredient to commit contempt. The absence of provisions for contempt by 

an advocate has led to ambiguity in numerous cases.   

However, the fact that the Act was put in order to maintain the dignity of the institution upon 

whom the power to administer justice in bestowed cannot be ignored. Over the years, there 

have been attempts to maintain the balance between contempt and fair criticism but time and 

again it is seen that arbitrariness has been prevalent in the judgements.21 As reiterated by 

Advocate Harish Salve22, the Indian society is not ready to do away with the principles of 

contempt and scandalizing the court as people do not have the maturity to understand the 

elements of a ludicrous allegation. It won’t be wrong to say that complete eradication of 

contempt law can lead to floodgates of founded or unfounded allegations on the court which 

can hamper the dignity and security of the court. Moreover, Contempt of Court is a just a 

procedural law and it will not impact the inherent constitutional power which Supreme Court 

and High Court hold with respect to punishing for contempt. 

 It is true that recently it has been seen that the courts are arbitrarily trampling upon the freedom 

of speech in the name of contempt but scrapping the law itself is not the solution to this. The 

contempt power should be used where a concrete intention of the contemnor can be ascertained 

and the action is evidently negatively affecting the judicial institution.   

CONCLUSION 

More than the tweets made by Prashant Bhushan, the arbitrary use of discretionary powers in 

contempt cases, underlying dichotomy and growing intolerance is shaking the public 

confidence on the judiciary. Even Justice AP Shah had said that the courts have to maintain 

their social legitimacy through the quality of their decisions, their objectivity and the restraint 

and decorum maintained in the judicial conduct. The legitimacy of the courts increases when 

it allows such criticisms and scrutiny.23  

The provision for criminal contempt of court should not be removed in orderto maintain the 

dignity and the supremacy of the court but judiciary cannot carve a special status for itself 

because every pillar of the State is separate and equal.  It can be safely concluded that the tweets 

 
21 Yashika Sharma and Arvind Sharma, The Need to Revisit Anachronistic Criminal Contempt Laws in India, 

BAR AND BENCH(2020), https://www.barandbench.com/apprentice-lawyer/the-need-to-revisit-anachronistic-

criminal-contempt-laws-in-

india#:~:text=The%20Indian%20parliament%20must%20amend,it%20is%20currently%20manifest%20in. 
22 Criticism of Judiciary, Contempt Jurisdiction, and its use in the age of social media, Justice PD Desai Memorial 

Lecture (2020) 
23 Supra Note 18 
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did not hold the power to shake the faith of the public on the justice system, howeverthe wide 

discretionary powers used by the courts have only trampled upon the civil liberties of the 

Prashant Bhushan.It is necessary for the courts to adopt a liberal approach when it comes to 

criticisms in order to avoid becoming akin to authoritarian regime. If the judiciary, being the 

strongest pillar of democracy, removes itself from the sphere of public scrutiny when it was set 

up to serve the society in the first place then it would mean that judiciary can crumble.    

 

 

 

 

 

 


